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In a double saturation spectroscopy experiment, using the radiation from one single frequency
cw laser, the spectra of 129I2 and
127I129I from one saturation setup were recorded
simultaneously and with respect to the spectrum of 127I2 from another setup while tuning
the laser. The hyperfine patterns of 129I2 and
127I129I were analysed to determine the nuclear
electric quadrupole interaction and the nuclear spin–rotation interaction parameters. Models
are presented describing the observations and giving reliable predictions for the hyperfine
parameters of all isotopomers.
1. Introduction
The visible B30þu –X
1þg system of molecular
127I2 is
widely used as a convenient reference spectrum for
spectroscopic purposes, because the experimental
setups to create iodine spectra are simple and the
precision of 107 or sometimes better is sufficient for
many purposes. Spectra for comparison with observed
ones are available in the form of the iodine atlas by
Gerstenkorn and Luc [1] for linear absorption spectra,
or from Doppler free spectroscopy in the atlas by
Katô et al. [2].
Recently, some of the present authors were involved
in proposing model descriptions for the rovibrational
[3] and for the hyperfine structure [4] of the
B30þu –X
1þg system of
127I2. Combining such models
it is possible to identify observed iodine spectral lines
and to predict their frequencies to better than 2MHz
in large frequency ranges. Both models have also been
included in a program to predict frequencies of iodine
lines, which then can be used for calibration [5]. The
models are based on the data available from literature
(see [4]) at that time, which put restrictions on the ranges
of validity, e.g. v0 ¼ 43 being the uppermost vibrational
level in the B state.
In the meantime, Chen et al. [6] have reported
measurements beyond v0 ¼ 42 to higher v0 in the
B state for the isotopomer 127I2. They also applied
successfully a different approach to the description of
the rovibrational dependence of the hyperfine param-
eters, which accounts for the dependence of the
hyperfine interactions on the internuclear distance
averaged over the vibrational motion. In that frame-
work observations close to the dissociation limit could
be modelled by including distinct electronic states
sharing the same asymptote, and the resulting perturba-
tions in the upper levels of the B30þu [7].
Thus, new data are available offering the possibility
to extend models of the hyperfine structure in the B–X
system. The ultimate goal of the present study is,
however, to help provide an accurate spectroscopic
frequency standard based on the B30þu –X
1þg band
system for the three iodine molecular isotopomers;
such a reference standard would be a factor of three
more dense than the one solely based on the 127I2
species. In addition, more reliable information on the
rovibronic structure of the excited B30þu state for those
isotopomers is obtained, for the purpose of a better
determination of the Born–Oppenheimer corrections,
which could not be determined sufficiently precise in
a previous paper [3].
The 129I2 and
127I129I molecules have been studied
previously, although in much less detail than the main
127I2 isotopomer. Cerny et al. presented an analysis
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of the rotational structure of the B–X system for
both 129I-containing isotopomers, based on a laser-
induced fluorescence Fourier-transform spectroscopic
study [8]. Previously, information on two excited
vibrational levels in the B state of the 127I129I
isotopomer had been obtained [9], while also the
hyperfine structure near 633 nm had been unravelled
[10]. High precision splittings of few lines around
633 nm are tabulated in [11]. Recently, in a study
focusing on Raman lasing at 532 nm in I2 some accurate
information on the level structure of 129I2 and
127I129I
was obtained [12].
In the present paper we report on systematic
investigations of iodine spectra of the isotopomers
129I2 and
127I129I covering a set of vibrational levels in
the B state between v0 ¼ 8 and v0 ¼ 20 and in the ground
state between v00 ¼ 0 and v00 ¼ 5. In these experiments
hyperfine structures of many lines of the homonuclear
129I2 and the heteronuclear
127I129I isotopomer were
recorded simultaneously with 127I2 for calibration in a
double spectrometer.
The paper is organized as follows: in the
next section we shall give a short outline of the
experiment. A section discussing the description of
the hyperfine structure follows, after which the measure-
ments and the results on the different isotopomers will
be presented. In the analysis section, improved model
descriptions for the hyperfine interactions are presented,
which, for easy application in prediction of transition
frequencies, are based on the simple Dunham series
approach like in [4]. While in [4] no data of the
isotopomers 129I2 and
127I129I had been included, the
models presented here have been extended for use with all
isotopomers. A discussion and conclusion will
summarize the achievements of the paper.
2. Experimental
A schematic layout of the setup is shown in figure 1.
A stabilized cw ring-dye-laser (Spectra Physics 380D)
is used as the radiation source. The dye laser is operated
with Rhodamine 6G dye to access the wavelength range
of 573 to 583 nm, while Rhodamine B dye is used
for the range 610 to 615 nm and for some measurements
near 633 nm.
Two saturated absorption setups allow for the
simultaneous recording of the spectra obtained from
a vapour cell containing the 129I2 and
127I129I isotopo-
mers with that of the main 127I2 isotopomer in
another cell. By means of this double saturation
setup, the spectra of the 129I2 and
127I129I isotopomers
can be calibrated on an absolute scale using the 127I2
resonances that have been measured at high
accuracy before [13, 14]. Although for the present
article, focusing on the hyperfine structure of the 129I2
and 127I129I molecules, a relative frequency calibration
would suffice, the data on the 129I containing
species are calibrated on an absolute scale in
view of a subsequent paper on a description of the
rovibronic structure of the iodine molecule for all three
isotopomers.
Figure 1. The experiment consists of parallel saturation spectroscopy measurements on two vapour cells, one containing 129I2
(and 127I129I and traces of 127I2) and the other containing
127I2. The positions of the
129I2 and
127I129I resonances are determined
relative to the position of 127I2 lines by means of a stabilized étalon.




































































A 10 cm vapour cell containing 100% 127I2 is used in
one of the saturation setups, identical to the one used
in the previous studies discussed in [13] and [14].
Differential absorption is monitored, where one of the
probe beams is crossed at a slight angle (<14mrad)
with the saturation beam. The saturating beam is
modulated by a mechanical chopper at around 700Hz
and lock-in signal detection is employed. The 127I2 cell
is used at room temperature vapour pressure.
A 5 cm cell containing 129I2 and
127I129I is used in the
other saturation setup. The pump-offset saturation
spectroscopy technique [15, 16] is used to maximize
the signal detection sensitivity. The first-order diffrac-
tion beam from an acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
shifted by þ75MHz is used as the saturating beam.
As a consequence of the 75MHz frequency offset of
the saturating beam with respect to the probe beams,
the saturation resonances are shifted by 37.5MHz
from the real line positions [15, 16]. Differential
absorption signals were acquired, with one of the
probe beams overlapped collinearly with the saturating
beam. A 50 kHz modulation was imposed on the
amplitude of the saturating beam and the saturation
signal is retrieved by lock-in detection. The inherent
sensitivity of the pump-offset technique combined with
the fast modulation of the AOM results in a high
detection sensitivity. With such a scheme, we could
detect the strong transitions of the 127I2 molecules that
are also present in trace amounts inside this cell. These
weak 127I2 signals are compared to that obtained from
the parallel 127I2 saturation setup in order to check for
possible frequency shifts between the two saturation
setups.
A wavemeter is used to coarsely tune the laser to
the resonances. Relative frequency calibrations are
carried out by employing the transmission peaks of
a 50 cm Fabry–Pérot étalon. The étalon temperature
and pressure is stabilized and its length is actively
locked to the wavelength of a Zeeman-stabilized
He:Ne laser. The étalon free spectral range FSR is
measured at the start of every measurement session,
which has a typical value of 148.96(1)MHz with small
day to day variations. For the absolute frequency
calibration of the 129I2 and
127I129I lines a nearby lying
127I2 line was chosen as reference, which has been
measured previously in [13, 14]. Since the largest
separation was less than 30 étalon fringes, this
procedure results in a sub-MHz frequency uncertainty,
in addition to the uncertainty of the 127I2 calibration,
which is typically 1MHz (1). The relative frequency
scale is mainly determined by some remaining
nonlinearity of the laser scan, that is left over after




The hyperfine structure of the iodine molecule is
described by an effective Hamiltonian [17]:
Hhfs,eff ¼ HNEQ þHSR þHSS þHTS: ð1Þ
HNEQ, HSR, HSS and HTS represent the (effective)
nuclear electric quadrupole, the nuclear spin–rotation,
the scalar nuclear spin–spin and the tensorial nuclear
spin–spin interactions. The matrix elements of each
of these terms can be separated into a product of
a geometrical factor gi and a hyperfine parameter,
i.e. eqQ, C,  or d:
h0,FjHhfs, effj,F i
¼ eqQ  geqQ þ C  gSR þ   gSS þ d  gTS: ð2Þ
 represents a set of quantum numbers characterizing
the molecular level, which will be specified later, and
F is the total angular momentum. The gi are functions
of appropriate angular momentum quantum numbers of
the system, and can be calculated with spherical tensor
algebra. The hyperfine parameters are usually deter-
mined experimentally from the measured hyperfine
structure of a rovibrational transition.
For calculation of the factors gi different coupling
schemes were applied. The homonuclear molecules
127I2 and
129I2 are characterized by a wave function
jOvðI1I2ÞIJFMFi [17]. The two nuclear spins I1 and I2
couple to a total nuclear spin I, which is then
coupled with the rotational angular momentum J
to give a total angular momentum F. O is the projection
of the total electronic angular momentum on
the internuclear axis and characterizes the electronic
state, while v is the vibrational quantum number.
Here the computer code, described in more detail
in [18], was applied.
For the spectra of the heteronuclear species a coupling
scheme corresponding to the notation jOvðJI1ÞF1I2FMFi
is used, and all simplifications due to symmetry like
in the homonuclear case are absent. Moreover, for each
nucleus appropriate hyperfine parameters must be used,
which means eqQð127Þ, eqQð129Þ, Cð127Þ, Cð129Þ, . . . values
for each electronic state. An appropriate computer
code was available. The corresponding matrix elements
are taken from [19]. The nuclear spin–spin interactions
are not included. Due to its small contribution of
not more than 400 kHz to the hyperfine splitting and
in view of the limited signal-to-noise ratio in our spectra





































































this neglect does not change the results on the molecular
parameters.
Providing the hyperfine parameters for both states,
and the rotational angular momentum quantum
number J00 and J0, the computer codes calculate
the hyperfine splitting frequencies and also relative
intensities of the hyperfine lines, using for the dipole
matrix element the eigenvectors determined during
the diagonalization of the hyperfine interaction matrix
for each state, extending the rotational space up to
J ¼ 0,2.
It was verified that the code for heteronuclear species
gives the same results, within numerical accuracy, as the
code for the homonuclear species for situations where
the results should coincide.
3.2. Rovibrational dependence of the
hyperfine parameters
The hyperfine parameters are products of an
electronic part and the expectation value of the
corresponding nuclear moment. The electronic
part depends on the vibrational and rotational
quantum numbers of the levels involved. The form
for the rovibrational dependence is based on that used
in [4]. For convenience we give a short outline of the
nomenclature.
The functional forms of the effective hyperfine
parameters were explicitly given by Broyer et al. [17].
Following their paper we use for both the ground state
X1þg and the excited state B
30þu , which are O¼ 0
states, representations of the form:






where  stands for eqQ, C,  or d. ð1Þ is the first-order
contribution of the discussed electronic state (B or X)
and p is a second-order contribution from a perturbing
state p with energy difference Ev, vp between the levels
(v , J) and (vp, J) and the overlap integral hvjvpi of the
two vibrational states. This form is a simple approxima-
tion for the case where the electronic matrix element will
have only a weak dependence on the nuclear separation.
ð1Þ is the expectation value of the generally R-dependent
interaction for the specific rovibrational state (v , J).
This is represented here in the form of a Dunham series




lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk: ð4Þ
Few members of this series are usually sufficient for
describing the set of experimental data. The coefficients
lk can also be related to the potential of the electronic
state, and a power expansion of  with the internuclear
distance R can be derived. Such an approach was
recently used by Chen et al. [6, 7] and earlier by
Spirko and Blabla [20]. For the sake of simplicity of
recalculation by other researchers, however, we shall
follow the Dunham approach.
The sum over the perturbing states contains
two different categories: in the first one, where the
electronic state p is close by, the energy denominator
plays an important role in the functional form
of the parameter. In the second one, the perturbing
state is so far away that its contribution does not
vary significantly with vp, so that this part is barely
distinguishable from the functional form of ð1Þðv, JÞ.
In the iodine molecule the states mainly perturbing
the X1þg share the same atomic asymptote as X
and are weakly bound. Thus the energy denominator
can be approximated by EJv, vp  Ev, J 
Epð3=2, 3=2Þ,
where Ep is an average of the perturbing
levels and will have a value close to that of the
atomic asymptote 2P3=2 þ
2P3=2. Also the overlap
integral hvjvpi will not vary strongly with vp in this
case, because the part of the wave function
for small nuclear separation will almost stay constant
while varying vp up to the dissociation limit, so that
ðpÞ  hvjvpi can be approximated by a short Dunham
expansion.
Quite similarly we approximate the functional form
of the hyperfine parameters of the B state, the
dissociation asymptote now being 2P1=2 þ
2P3=2 of
iodine, and again we introduce as an average energy
for the perturbing state Epð1=2, 3=2Þ. In total, we get
for the nuclear electric quadrupole interaction
( ¼ eqQ) and for the nuclear spin–rotation interaction













lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk
Ev, J  Ep
: ð5Þ
Ep stands for Epð3=2, 3=2Þ or Epð1=2, 3=2Þ.
The derivation in [17] of the second-order contribu-
tions of the scalar and tensorial spin–spin interactions,
i.e. the parameters  and d, reveals that they have
common contributions due to the perturbing states
involved. Here, we have to consider Op ¼ 0 and 1. In the
former case, both contributions differ in sign, in the




































































latter case by a factor of 1=2. This gives the following











lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk





lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk
Ev, J  EO¼1
þ  exp 















lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk







lk  ðvþ 1=2Þ
l
 ½JðJþ 1Þk










where the second and third terms in each equation
describe the effective perturbations due to O ¼ 0
states and O ¼ 1 states. The fourth terms in both
equations were introduced in [4] as a simplified Gaussian
representation with an amplitude  and a width of
W1=2 for the local perturbation of the B30þu crossed
by a nonbinding 1uð
1Þ state (see e.g. [21, 22]) at
Ec  16 800 cm
1. This is the only local perturbation
accounted for explicitly in the formulas.
The above representation does not explicitly show
the dependence on the nuclear moments. No distinction
was made yet for including different isotopomers.
The extension of the above set of formulae to the
case of different isotopomers can be done by splitting
off the nuclear moments from the rovibrational repre-
sentations. The Dunham theory for the rovibrational
motion also reveals dependences of the expansion
parameters on the reduced mass. For the hyperfine
parameters this is not straightforward. We checked
the importance of mass corrections and found that
within the present data set the results are not
influenced by a Dunham-like dependence of the lk
on the reduced masses. Thus, it is omitted in the
formulas given earlier. The energies Ev,J are calculated
from the Dunham parameters in [23] for the case
of 127I2 and are used without mass relations for all
isotopomers. Ep, Ev,J and Ec are referred to Ev00¼0, J00¼0
of the ground state.
The isotopic dependence by the nuclear moments
is conveniently included by writing the hyperfine
parameters i for the isotope i in the following form:
ðiÞðv, JÞ ¼ ðrefÞ  ðiÞQ,, ð8Þ
where ðrefÞ is the corresponding parameter for the




 i ¼ ð
ðiÞ=IðiÞ1 Þ=ð
ðrefÞ=IðrefÞ1 Þ are the ratios of the nuclear
electric quadrupole moments and of the nuclear
dipole moments referred to the nuclear spin quantum
numbers I1. The numerical values are given in table 1.
In this way the numbers given later can be used
directly for 127I2 with ¼ 1, while for the other
isotopomers the factors  are different from one.
These modifications are applied to the nuclear electric
quadrupole and the nuclear spin–rotation interaction,
where the nuclear moments enter linearly. The nuclear
spin–spin interaction is a product of two matrix
elements containing a nuclear magnetic moment.
So here the square of the ratio, ððiÞ Þ
2, must be used.
Finally, we point out that by measuring optical
transitions usually (for J  10) only differences between
the hyperfine parameters of X and B state can be
determined, because the corresponding parameters of
the two states are strongly correlated, if derived from
transitions with selection rules F ¼ J, which is the
case for most of the existing data. By fitting spectra one
obtains differences
eqQ ¼ eqQB  eqQX,
C ¼ CB  CX,
 ¼ B  X,
d ¼ dB  dX:
ð9Þ
The correlation can be broken, however,
if hyperfine structures of low J00 lines are measured,
Table 1. Ratios of nuclear moments used in the
fits of the hyperfine parameters.
Nuclear moment Value Reference
ð127Þ a 2.8090(4) [24]








a In units of N (nuclear magneton).





































































or the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient to observe the
weak F ¼ 0 and F ¼ J transitions, or cross-over
resonances of saturation spectroscopy. Such data were
included in [4] and are included also in the data sets used
here. This makes it possible to distinguish the hyperfine
interaction of the upper and the lower electronic state as
is done in this paper.
Due to the nuclear spins I1 ¼
5
2 for
127I and I1 ¼
7
2
for 129I, the full hyperfine pattern of a transition with
selection rule F ¼ J of 127I2 exhibits 15 hyperfine
components when J00 is even and 21 when J00 is odd;
for 129I2 we have 28 resp. 36 components. Transitions of
the mixed isotopomer 127I129I always have 48 hyperfine
components, independent of J00 even or odd. The
hyperfine components in the spectra are assigned
by labels a1 to an from lower to higher frequencies,
n being the maximum number of components depending
on J00 even or odd and on the isotopomer.
4. Measurements and results
Spectra from both saturation setups were observed
simultaneously, with the issue to cover as many bands
as possible in the range supplied by the laser available.
In different periods of measurements, ranges around
633 and 612 nm, additionally from 610 to 615 nm
and from 573 to 583 nm were recorded and lines of
rovibronic bands were observed involving v00 from 0 to 5
and v0 from 9 to 20 for all three isotopomers. An
example of a simultaneously recorded spectrum is shown
in figure 2. As discussed in section 2 the ranges were
selected such that in each scan a hyperfine component
with a known absolute frequency calibration was
included [13, 14]. First, a relative frequency scale
was established from the markers of the stabilized
Fabry–Pérot cavity by performing a spline-fit and
a linearization procedure to the series of markers.
Subsequently, this scale was converted into an absolute
frequency scale by linking it to one of the hyperfine
components known at high accuracy.
Fitting of the hyperfine structures of the transitions
was performed by programs, in which the hyperfine
codes described in section 3.1 were embedded to create
calculated spectra from the list of hyperfine splittings
and relative intensities. Each hyperfine component











with x ¼ 2= as a reduced frequency variable and
 being the full width at half maximum (FWHM),
and x0 ¼ 20= is the line position. Having calculated
a hyperfine pattern by giving values to a, b, FWHM
and the hyperfine parameters for each state, additional
parameters are necessary for intensity scaling and
background of the calculated structure for best coin-
cidence with the observed pattern.
Fitting of the hyperfine parameters is done using the




wi  ðobsi  calciÞ
2
ð11Þ
by adjusting the variable parameters: obsi is the
measured signal at position i, calci the corresponding
calculated one, wi is the weight for that data point.
The weights are determined by the program from
a part of the spectrum with only background, in order
to take the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement into
account, and is usually the same for all i. It can be set to
zero within a fit for chosen data points to be excluded
from the fit. Such an approach was used in cases when
the line to be fitted was blended with one or more other
transitions.
For all of our measurements, the selection rule
F ¼ J applies, so that mainly the differences of the
hyperfine parameters are significant, as explained in
section 3.1. For good starting values, we calculated the
ground state hyperfine parameters using the formulas
Figure 2. Example of spectra at 611 nm, recorded around
P34 (11–3) of 127I2. The lowest trace shows the markers used
for the frequency scale, the middle trace is the pure 127I2
spectrum, while the upper trace is from the 129I2 cell and shows
in addition lines due to the mixed isotopomer and weak signals
from 127I2.




































































given in [4] with isotopic corrections according to
equation (8) and kept them fixed. Moreover, checking
the frequency contributions by the nuclear spin–spin
interaction to the hyperfine splitting in the range of
quantum numbers relevant in our present measure-
ments, they turn out to be less than 400 kHz. This is
significantly smaller than the experimental uncertainty
of the present experiment, typically about 2MHz,
so we cannot expect any reliable determination of such
parameters from our spectra. Therefore, again applying
the formulas given in [4] and isotopic corrections we
calculated the nuclear spin–spin parameters also for the
upper state and kept them fixed for the homonuclear
case in all fits, while in the heteronuclear case this
interaction was not taken into account at all. Similarly
the number of the other parameters could be reduced.
It turned out that b of the line shape (equation (10)) is
not significant, so it was set to zero. Only the parameters
a and FWHM needed to be adjusted, and the intensity
scaling and background, and a global frequency shift
as well.
For 127I2 we had a fairly long cell available. So the
pump beam is attenuated due to Doppler-broadened
linear absorption until it crosses with the probe beam.
Thus in the peak region of the Doppler broadened line
the pump beam is weaker than in the wings, giving less
saturation. Also the probe beams are attenuated by the
same phenomenon, and this was not fully compensated
for in the experimental setup. As can be seen in figure 3,
the hyperfine components are sitting on some wider
background, and moreover the saturation signals are
weaker in the middle of the structure than expected
when compared to calculated ones or to the corre-
sponding line in the atlas by Katô et al. [2]. For
correction of the background of the probe beam
a Gaussian function was introduced with a FWHM
comparable to the width of the Doppler broadened
absorption line. For additional correction of the
intensity attenuation of the pump beam another
Gaussian function, sharing the parameter centre fre-
quency and FWMH with the background correction
of the probe beam, but with an independent intensity
factor, was multiplied with the calculated intensities
of the hyperfine components. With these additional
means good agreement between observed and calculated
spectra for 127I2 could be achieved. In figure 3, a
transition with even J00 is shown, which exhibits
15 hyperfine components. For the fit in figure 3 all of
the above mentioned corrections to background
and intensity have been applied. The lower trace
displays obs: calc: and one can see small deviations,
especially around the component of lowest frequency,
while other components fit better. Such behaviour was
observed sometimes even more pronounced, and also
for the other isotopomers. We attribute this to slight
nonlinearities in the frequency scale, caused by devia-
tions of the laser scan from linearity between two
markers separated by 150MHz, which we cannot
correct for.
We checked the effect of the background and intensity
correction on the determination of the hyperfine
parameters. It is smaller than the scatter of the
parameter values derived from different records of the
same line, so that any residual effect can be considered
as being absorbed by the experimental uncertainty
for cases when this correction was not applied. In
figure 4 a fit of the R34 (11–3) line of 129I2 is shown. The
lower trace shows that the fit is as good as in figure 3.
The total extension of the structure is narrower than in
the 127I2 case, as the hyperfine interaction is smaller.
Here, no frequency-dependent background or intensity
corrections were necessary due to the short length of the
cell used. An even J00 results in a structure consisting of
28 components, of which not all are resolved. Figure 5
displays the fit of the R37 (11–3) line of 127I129I. Only
very slight deviations are shown by the lower trace
displaying the residuals from the fit. This structure has
48 components independent of J00 even or odd, which
overlap to a large degree, indicating directly the need of
line profile fitting for the hyperfine analysis. Again in
this case no frequency-dependent background or inten-
sity corrections were applied.
The bands observed in this work cover vibrational
levels 8  v0  20 in the upper state and 0  v00  5 in
the lower state. The range of the rotational quantum
number J00 is from 10 to 150 for the 129I2 isotopomer,
while the ranges for 127I2 and
127I129I are a bit smaller.
Figure 3. Fit of P34 (11–3) line of 127I2. A difference
between observed and calculated spectrum is only obvious
around 400MHz. The lower trace shows the residuals from
the fit, shifted down from zero for better visibility.





































































Altogether, more than 120 eqQB parameters of
127I2,
more than 200 for 129I2 and more than 170 for
127I129I have been determined. The same numbers
apply to new CB values.
The tables of the individual hyperfine parameters will
not be included here due to their length. The eqQ data
are given in part 1 of the electronic supplement [27],
while the new data of the spin–rotation parameter C are
collected in part 2. The values in the lists are given as
eqQ and C according to equations (9), respectively.
When a certain line was recorded more than once,
we averaged the resulting eqQB and CB and give the
standard deviation as the uncertainty. For hyperfine
parameters inferred from single measurements we give
uncertainties which are estimated by comparison with
typical cases of the previously described situation of
more than one line, according to the signal-to-noise
ratio of the experimental spectrum and the quality of the
fit, which also accounts for blends with other lines.
Typical uncertainties for eqQ are 2MHz and for C
are 2 kHz.
5. Analysis of hyperfine functions
The new data of this paper and recent data from
literature [6, 28–31] have been used to derive a set of
formulas, describing the rovibrational dependence of the
hyperfine parameters. Based on the data given in [4],
improved data sets have been established. As far as
the original frequencies were given in literature,
the hyperfine parameters were refitted using our own
hyperfine code.
Usually, we found good agreement with the residuals
and the hyperfine parameters given in the original
papers. Only in the case of R121 (35–0) of 127I2 given in
[29] we found a deviation. We were able to fit all
components including a8 and a12 with a reasonable
standard deviation of 2.2 kHz. This is in contrast to
the fit given in that paper, where these two components
show deviations of about þ40MHz and 40MHz,
respectively. These deviations might be an artefact of the
program code used there.
The data byChen et al. [6] extend the range of quantum
states in the upper state substantially, so they will extend
the validity of the models to higher vibrational levels.
However, for levels higher than v0 ¼ 55 perturbations
were observed [6], which have been attributed to
electronic states sharing the same asymptote as the
B state. Actually even for v0 ¼ 42 and higher levels
some irregularities were observed by increased standard
deviations of their fits and attributed to local pertur-
bations by the 1g(
1gÞ state, but they were still small.
The perturbations cannot be described by our simple
models, so for the sake of reliable prediction covering
a large range as reference spectra, we prefer to keep
some distance from the more heavily perturbed vibra-
tional quantum numbers range. Thus we restrict here
the ranges of our description to vibrational levels
0  v00  17 for the X1þg state and 0  v
0  53 for the
B30þu state.
5.1. Nuclear spin–spin interaction
Several new measurements around 532 nm, all of bands
with 32  v0  36 have been published [28–31], and new
data are available for v0  42 [6]. From the frequency
tables in [11] hyperfine parameters for 129I2 were fitted,
Figure 5. Fit of R37 (11–3) band of 127I129I. The lower trace
again indicates the residuals from a fit, shifted down from zero
for better visibility.
Figure 4. Fit of R34 (11–3) band of 129I2. The lower trace
shows the residuals from the fit, shifted down from zero for
better visibility.




































































but only the data for the P69 (12–6) line of 129I2 are
sufficiently accurate and complete for fitting reliable
nuclear spin–spin parameters. These were also intro-
duced to the data set. No parameters from the present
measurements were included, because they could not be
determined precisely enough. At the expense of two
additional parameters for the upper state compared
to our previous formulas (remark: erroneously the
formulas (12) and (13) in [4] read  and d, they
should, however read B and dB), all data up to v
0 ¼ 53
can be described by formulas (6) and (7), using the
parameters listed in table 2.
The ground state parameters were not changed,
due to lack of new information on the ground state,
X ¼ 3.705 kHz, dB ¼ 1.524 kHz are used. The value of B
of R30 (42–0) [6] has been excluded from the fit, because
due to its different sign compared to the other ones
it seems to be perturbed. The data were weighted with
their experimental uncertainties, the standard deviation
of the fit is 1.6 kHz. To estimate the contributions
of the nuclear spin–spin interactions to the total hyper-
fine splitting, we give rules of thumb for 127I2 here. The
contributions of the nuclear spin–spin interaction
increase in magnitude with the level energy increasing
towards the dissociation limit. While the total contribu-
tion to e.g. the component a2 is 200 kHz for v
0 ¼ 11,
it amounts to 1.1MHz for the same component of
P89 (53–0), which is the transition with the highest level
in the fit. Similar magnitudes are calculated for a20,
while the contribution to a13 is about a factor of
two less. This applies to the mentioned hyperfine
components for odd J00. For even J00 the corresponding
components are a1, a10 and a15, and the contributions
are of similar order. This is the magnitude of error one
has to take into account if the interaction is completely
neglected, as was done sometimes in literature.
Looking at the fit residuals, despite overall good
agreement few larger deviations of about 10 kHz occur.
Taking such value as an uncertainty of prediction of 
or d, the resulting frequency uncertainty would be
not larger than 65 kHz for component a1 (a2), 25 kHz
for a10 (a13) and 50 kHz for a15 (a20) for even J
00 (odd J00)
in the range of quantum numbers given above.
5.2. Nuclear spin–rotation interaction
There are the new high precision data from the literature
[6, 11, 28–32] and new data from the present measure-
ments. The data set for the fit comprises about 640 CB
and C values of 127I2,
129I2 and
127I129I. For the X
ground state no new data exist, so those parameters
are unchanged compared to [4], and were kept fixed
in the fit. For the upper state we had to introduce two
new parameters in the rovibrational dependence of the
terms describing the perturbation from the electronic
states sharing the same asymptote with the B state, in
order to obtain a convincing fit. The parameters for
representations of CX and CB due to equation (5) are
listed in table 3. In order to give practical estimations
of the prediction uncertainties, the sensitivity of different
Table 2. Parameters for representation of B and dB
according to equations (6) and (7) from the combined fit
of scalar and tensorial nuclear spin–spin-interaction
parameters. For the ground state X¼ 3.705 kHz,




















Table 3. Parameters for representation of CX and CB

































































































hyperfine components to changes of the nuclear
spin–rotation interaction parameter was inspected for
the main isotopomer 127I2. Least sensitive are compo-
nents a1 (a2), a10 (a13) and a15 (a20) in the case of even
(odd) J00. The contribution of the spin–rotation
interaction increases with v0 towards the dissociation
limit. However, for P89 (53–0), which involves
the highest level in the fit, the total contribution
of the nuclear spin–rotation to a2 is only 1.2MHz,
to a13 is 3.2MHz and for a15 we find 6.3MHz.
Taking an experimental uncertainty of 1 kHz for C,
even for the lines with highest upper levels a frequency
uncertainty amounts to changes of less than 15 kHz
for those hyperfine components. Thus, these are
recommended for the purpose of calibration. In
contrast, the most sensitive components are a2 (a1) for
even (odd) J00, where the contribution of the nuclear
spin–rotation interaction, e.g. for P89 (53–0), a1, is in
total 217MHz.
5.3. Nuclear electric quadrupole interaction
The new high precision data from literature
[6, 11, 28–32] have been included in the data set,
together with new data from the present investigations,
for the fit of the rovibrational dependence of the
interaction parameters. To account properly for data
with largely different uncertainty, a weighted least
squares fit was used. Altogether more than 650 eqQX,
eqQB and eqQ values for all three isotopomers have
been included in the new data set. For the upper state
we need to introduce two more parameters to cover
the extended vibrational range with good accuracy.
The ground state parameters were also fitted, which
improved the 2 of the fit by a factor of two.
The results for eqQXðv
00, J00Þ and eqQBðv
0, J0Þ are
given in table 4. The standard deviation of the fit
is 13 kHz, mainly determined by the high precision
data. In figure 6, the fit residuals are shown. We have
restricted them to the high precision data only
for better overview. Most of the data deviate from
the fit by less than 0.5MHz. Two of the measure-
ments by [32] (P78 (1–9), R113 (3–10)) of 127I2 were
excluded, as the deviations were about 10 times their
claimed accuracy. If the deviations were due to
perturbations, they could not be described with our
models.
Overall, the fit of eqQ describes the high precision
data fairly well. The same applies to the data gathered
in this work. For all three isotopomers, they generally
agree very well with the model description within their
uncertainty limits.
On using the formulas above for prediction of
hyperfine splittings, we give an estimation of the
expected prediction uncertainty for 127I2. From the
discussion on the nuclear spin–rotation interaction
in section 5.2 the hyperfine components a1 (a2), a10
(a12) and a15 (a20) were identified and recommended as
Table 4. Parameters for representation of eqQX and eqQB
according to equation (5) from the fit of the nuclear
quadrupole interaction parameters. For the ratios of nuclear


























Figure 6. Fit residuals of fit of nuclear electric quadrupole
interaction, ordered by number of data value. The values from
76 to 97 correspond to the high precision data from around
532 nm and have the highest weight in the fit.




































































being least sensitive to uncertainties of C. Out of these,
the component a10 (a12) for even (odd J
00) lines are
those with smallest energy contribution by the
nuclear electric quadrupole interaction, which is
roughly around 100MHz. Typical values of eqQ
are 2000MHz for 127I2. Thus the uncertainties in
the prediction of eqQ will convert to frequency
uncertainties of that hyperfine component by dividing
by about a factor of 20, and factors of 4 and 5
for a1 (a2) and a15 (a20). Thus a change of 1MHz
of eqQ gives 0.25MHz for a1 (a2), 0.05MHz
for a10 (a13) and 0.2MHz for a15 (a20) in the range
of vibrational quantum numbers specified.
Combining the uncertainties for the hyperfine inter-
actions, finally an uncertainty of less than 60 kHz can be
expected for the prediction of component a10 (even J
00)
resp. a13 (odd J
00), which is the best one of these
recommended for calibration purposes.
6. Discussion and conclusion
The hyperfine structures of rovibronic lines of the
B30þu –X
1þg system of the isotopomers
127I2,
129I2
and 127I129I have been recorded by saturation
spectroscopy. The parameters of the relevant hyperfine
interactions have been extracted by combined fits of
calculated spectra to the measured ones. The hyperfine
parameters obtained have been used together with
data known from the literature in models which
describe the dependence of the hyperfine parameters
on vibration and rotation in both electronic states for
all three isotopomers with good precision. The models
predict hyperfine parameters which can be used to
calculate line positions within a hyperfine pattern.
For reference purposes the components a1, a10 and a15
for (even J00), and a2, a13 and a20 for (odd J
00) of 127I2
are recommended, because they have only small
dependence on the magnetic hyperfine interactions.
The uncertainty of those lines is governed by the
uncertainty of the description of the nuclear electric
quadrupole interaction, and as a rule of thumb will be
less than 60 kHz for a10 or a13 in the case of even J
00
or odd J00. This is sufficiently precise for the prediction
of frequencies of hyperfine transitions, which reach
few MHz accuracy when combined with appropriate
models for the rovibronic structure of the electronic
states. Such models will be presented in a future
paper. For the isotopomers 129I2 and
127I129I the
prediction uncertainty is less due to only a few high
precision measurements being available in the litera-
ture. The combined evaluation of all isotopomers with
the models presented transfers precision to the other
isotopomers. From the fits of the new measurements
presented here, applying similar estimations as before
in section 5 for 127I2, we expect a prediction
uncertainty of hyperfine splittings of 129I2 and
127I129I not larger than 1MHz. This is still sufficiently
precise for a total prediction uncertainty of a few
MHz for rovibronic transitions including hyperfine
structure. A drawback of these isotopomers for use as
high reference spectra might be the overlap of many
hyperfine components. Only for 129I2 and even J
00,
one hyperfine component, a1, is sufficiently separated
from the other ones to be used as a reference line
free from overlap. For calibrations, which do not
require highest precision, also the overlapped struc-
tures can be used.
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